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The Efficient Financing of Highways
by Douglass Lee

INTRODUCTION
ALTHOUGH efficiency has not explicit -
A ly guided highway pricing and in
vestment in the past , there seems to be
some interest in viewing transportation
systems as economic enterprises rather
than as public services . Perhaps this is
because the direct benefits of transporta -
tion are largely or entirely captured by
the users of transportation facilities, and
the allocation of resources in transporta
tion seems similar to resource alloca
tion problems in other sectors of the
economy . This paper attempts to set
forth the principles of allocative efficien
cy as they might be applied to pricing
and investment in the highway system .
In seeking to illuminate the public en
terprise perspective on highways , wewill
begin by breaking the discussion into
two major subject areas . The first of
these is directed at questions concern
ing the utilization of the existing sys
tem , emphasizing the short run . The ex -
istence of the present highway system
will be taken as given . In the second
subject area , the long run status of the
highway enterprise will be evaluated , to
assess how well the system is perform
ing as a major capital investment . These
two subject areas are interrelated in im -
portant ways, so the final section will
integrate the short and long run per
spectives and offer guidelines for efficient
highway financing .

ency , a public enterprise should follow
the above principles where they are suit
able . Referring to the diagram in Figure
1, average variable costs of additional
vehicle trips on a given highway link
are represented by the AVC curve .
Above some level of traffic , marginal
costs continue to increase because the
fixed capacity of the highway leads to
increasing costs resulting from conges
tion . This curve can be used to derive a
marginal cost curve , showing the addi
tional cost of each vehicle added to the
traffic stream . Eventually , of course , no
more vehicles can be accommodated and
the marginal cost becomes infinite .
It is marginal cost which must be
covered by the firm in the short run . If
the marginal social benefits of each trip
are reflected in the demand curve , then
9 is the optimal number of trips and p
is the correct unit price . For trip vol .
umes above q the additional costs are
greater than the additional benefits (the
MC curve lies above the MSB curve ) ,
while for volumes below q the benefits
of additional trips outweigh the costs .

Type of Costs

For evaluating short run utilization ,
only variable costs are relevant , i.e., on
ly those costs that vary directly with the
volume of traffic should be considered in
comparing short run costs and short run
revenues .

OPTIMUM SHORT RUN UTILIZATION
AND PRICE

price

UTILIZATION OF THE EXISTING
HIGHWAY SYSTEM

In the short run , the rational enter
prise will charge a price to consumers
that is at least sufficient to cover the im
mediate costs of providing the service ;
otherwise , the firm is losing money on
each customer it serves . Given its fixed
capital facilities, the firm will seek to
get as much revenue from using them
as it can , subject to competitive pres
sures that prevent the firm ( ideally )
from exploiting any monopoly power . It
will stay in business as long as it can
cover out -of-pocket costs in the short
run , but it is also trying to earn enough
to pay for the replacement or expansion
of its capital facilities over the course
of the lifetimes of the fixed assets .

Theory o
f

Short Run Pricing

From the standpoint o
f

social effici

MSB- D

vehicle trips / hour

* Transportation System Center . FIGURE 1
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trogen , lead , asbestos , and suspended
particulate . Water quality is affected by
these pollutants, as well as by petro
leum distillates . Neighborhood amenities
are adversely affected by noise , danger ,
visual intrusion , and barriers to social
interaction and physical movement ,
among other things . Some effort has
been directed at estimating values for
these impacts , but they are hard to
quantify .

THE HIGHWAY SYSTEM
AS AN INVESTMENT

Besides making sure that resources
are allocated efficiently in the short run
and that the stock of capital available is
optimally utilized , the highway enter
prise should be checking to determine
whether previous investment has proved
to be worthwhile and whether or not ad
ditional investment is justified . This re
quires a long run perspective , in which
all costs are variable and the major
question is whether revenues are suff
cient to cover long run costs . If short
run prices are correctly set , and sig
nificant economies or diseconomies of
scale are not present , a revenue surplus
suggests that expansion is warranted ,
while a revenue shortfall implies that
the system should be contracted .

Maintenance and Administration of the
Highway System . Not all maintenance
costs result from traffic , since weather
and soil conditions can result in pave
ment deterioration independently of the
volume of traffic . For the variable por
tion of maintenance cost, vehicle mix
will have amajor impact : heavy vehicles
do many times the damage of light ve
hicles , per vehicle mile, and the differ -
ence is magnified on light duty roads
compared to high -type construction . Ad
ministration includes traffic control, spot
vehicle inspections , accident liability ad
judication , and similar efforts that re
sult directly from the amount of traffic
on the highways.
Vehicle Operation . These costs are
borne entirely by users of the highway
system . The capital cost of the vehicle
itself can be thought of as having two
components : one - wear - represents the
amount of travel the vehicle will perform
( e. g., total lifetime mileage ) , and the
other - opportunity cost - represents the
time value of the sources tied up in the
vehicle and therefore not available for
other uses ( e. g., the interest on the re
maining value of the vehicle ) .
Other variable costs include tires,
parts , accessories , insurance , accidents ,
fuel, oil, parking (excluding storage at
place of residence or other primary lo
cation ) , and repair labor . Some of these
categories may overlap . e.g., insurance
covers part of the cost of accidents . User
charges , such as gasoline taxes , should
not be included .
Non -Monetary User Costs . In addition
to the out -of-pocket costs described
above , highway users also must supply
time and labor in order to use the sys .
tem . This component of costs includes a
basic travel time and its associated value ,
plus additional factors for delay , con
gestion , interference from other vehi
cles , aggravation , fatigue, errors , acci
dents , and so forth , that result from the
interaction between the users of the sys
tem and the quality ( including capacity )
of the highways . While measured delay
is a plausible surrogate or functional ar
gument for many of these costs , the re
lationship between units of delay and
units of value is not well understood .
Markets in which these values might be
estimated are complicated , and most re -
search to date has not sought to relate
the micro -characteristics of the traffic
stream to the social costs of vehicle in
teraction and delay .
Negative Externalities . Because high
way users degrade the natural and hu
man environment in the vicinity of the
highway , costs are not limited to the
highway and its users . Air pollutants for
which highways are an important source
include carbon monoxide , oxides of ni .

Theory of Long Run Equilibrium

In the short run , price is variable and
the capital stock is fixed ; price is set to
achieve optimum utilization of the fixed
resources . In the long run , the level of
investment is variable and is set so as
to generate the optimum plant size. Long
run and short run are in joint equilib
rium when price equals both LRMC and
SRMC . This is shown in Figure 2 under
constant returns to scale , with the mar
ginal benefits curve labelled D.
Long run benefits represented by D
would result in a disequilibrium for the
curves shown . The theoretically correct
response is to price at SRMC (reducing
consumption to g) , and disinvest until
the SRMC and SŘAC curves have shift
ed far enough to the left to gain the
equilibrium described above.2 During this
shift , price will move up the D curve
until it equals LRMC , and output will
drop to q.
Decreasing Long Run Costs . The dis
equilibrium case from Figure 2 is re
peated in Figure 3, with the change of
increasing instead of constant returns to
scale . The cost curves imply a long run
output of q, while equilibrium requires
an output of q. Long run price would
be announced as equaling LRMC at a.
with the transitional short run prices
set in accordance with the rate of disin
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LONG RUN EQUILIBRIUM AND
DISEQUILIBRIUM UNDER CRTS

SRMC

SRAC

LRAC
-LRMC

93 92 9 trips

FIGURE 2

vestment . The difference between the re
sulting equilibrium and the one under
constant returns to scale is that price
will not cover long run costs ( the dif
ference between LRAC and LRMC at g ) ;
the shortfall must be made up from gen
eral revenues , multipart tariffs that do
not affect long run demand , or devia
tions from short run marginal costs that
have the least effect on efficiency . Since
total efficiency urges that the consumers
of the service fully bear the costs in the
long run , some mechanism which places
the burden on users is preferable ,3
Alternative Design Characteristics . Up

to this point it has been implicitly as
sumed that output could be measured by
a single homogeneous variable . Because
the attributes of almost any good or
service can be richly varied , the demand
and cost curves illustrated above imply
that the mix of characteristics has
already been optimized and is known .
The particulars of this process bear
some study .
Suppose we look at the optimization
of a single design attribute such as sur
face quality , using Figure 4. The unit of
output is an increment in surface quali
ty , normalized to a trip volume ; the hor .
izontal axis does not measure trip vol.
ume either directly or indirectly , but
assumes the volume is given . Demand
reflects the willingness - to - pay for addi
tional quality by users , on a per -trip
basis. In this case , demand may be de
rived from fuel and wear savings , travel
time savings , and improved comfort, but
demand for surface quality is separate
from the demand for trips . The supply
curve reflects the cost of providing
various levels of quality , on a per - trip
basis for a given trip volume . Because
some of these costs are fixed , the loca
tion of the cost curve (up or down ) is
greatly affected by the number of trips
upon which it is based . The increasing
steepness of the cost curve is meant to
suggest that maintenance of higher lev
els of surface quality is increasingly
costly . No congestion or other user costs
are included in the curve , and no short
run curves are pertinent because there
are no variable costs . Suppliers of sur
face quality are highway contractors
and highway department maintenance
crews, while demand must be inferred
or constructed indirectly from user bene
fits .
Multiple User Classes . A major com
plexity is introduced by allowing for
more than one class of users . Two fun
damental questions are ( 1) How are de
sign compromises arrived at when user
classes have different preferences for
design attributes ; and ( 2) How should
classes be charged for attributes that
may be valued by only a subset of class
es ? For example , how thick should pave
ments be for heavy trucks, and how
much should they be charged in com
parison to autos ?
Going back over the previous discus
sion of long run equilibrium , the exist
ence of multiple user classes does not af .
fect the results as long as demand can
be aggregated into a single function and
output can be measured along a single
dimension . The common unit for both is
the standardized vehicle trip or passen
ger car equivalent (PCE ) . As long as
truck costs and truck demand can be
stated in PCE units , the same analysis

LONG RUN EQUILIBRIUM UNDER IRTS

SRMC

SRAC

LRAC

LRMC

trips

FIGURE 3
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LKMC

EQUILIBRIUM FOR SINGLE ATTRIBUTE pricing with respect to output of travel ,
but we have not dealt with the variable
attributes of highway quality as to their
pricing . From Figures 4 and 5, it might
be inferred that both the level of output
(the correct surface quality , pavement
depth , etc . ) as well as the price per
trip had been determined , but this is in
correct ; the prices are long run prices
and not relevant to user charges . The
fact that light vehicles would not be
willing to clear the market for pave
ment depth at a price of zero ( in Figure
5 ) does not mean that light vehicles
should be absolved from paying for
pavement depth .
To see this , we should scrutinize care
fully the implications of the long run
equilibrium condition that equates short
run marginal cost with long run mar

surface quality (per trip )
ginal cost. When long run average costs
equal short run average costs , the com
ponents are identical because long run

FIGURE 4 average costs are nothing more than a
selection of short run average costs ; they
are one and the same . With marginal

holds throughout and the horizontal axis costs , however , the equilibrium condition

is PCE vehicle trips per unit of time . requires that short run rents exactly

For example , take the case of two cover the
long run marginal costs of

user classes , one called autos and the
capacity . Figure 6 illustrates the costs

other called trucks. Each class presents that are repeated in both short and long

it
s

demand schedule , and the two are run MC , as well as the distinct elements .

aggregated horizontally : a
t

a given Vehicle wear , fuel , travel time , accidents ,

price , the quantity demanded equals the etc . , under conditions o
f long run opti

number o
f

auto vehicle trips demanded mization will be the same for both short
and long run . The same is true of pavea

t

the price plus the number o
f

truck
trips demanded . The number o

f

truck ment wear and other variable cost com
trips must b

e

stated in terms o
f

PCE ' s ponents . On the short run side

, however ,

to be consistent with the output unit for the deviation between marginal and aver
auto trip demand . The combined demand

erage variable costs o
f delay , fuel costs ,

serves a
s the single demand schedule wear , etc . , from congestion have no

counterpart o
n the long run side , whileshown in Figures 1 - 3 .

This demand aggregation assumes the
marginal capacity costs for lane

that attributes such a
s pavement quality width , pavement depth , gradient reduc
tion , right -of -way , base and subbase , enhave already been determined exogen

ously , through a mechanism such as that gineering , landscaping and so o
n

have

shown in Figure 4 . For this purpose , de no counterparts o
n the short run side .

mand must b
e aggregated vertically : An equilibrium is obtained when these
two sets o

f

cost components total to thethe willingness - to -pay for improved sur
face quality o

n the part of the auto user same amount . Short run efficiency is

class is added to the willingness - to -pay served by setting prices equal to short

for the same attribute o
n the part of run

marginal costs , while long run effi
the truck user class , and the combined

ciency is achieved by adjusting invest
ment until the short run price equals thedemand resolved against the supply long run marginal cost . These principlescurve a

s
in Figure 4 . were presented at the beginning o
f

thisDemand aggregation for two attributes
section , and they still apply .- surface quality and pavement depth

is shown in Figure 5 . Operationally , the Correct pricing , then , ignores the in

incremental costs and benefits of higher cremental fixed costs o
f differentially

quality levels would be compared until serving various user classes . Instead ,

the maximum net benefit value o
f

the a
t only the costs which vary with volume of

tribute were identified . Benefits would usage in the short run should be assigned
be estimated by adding up user savings to user classes ; costs associated with d

e

in vehicle wear , time , fuel , and perhaps sign attributes that are fixed in the
driver fatigue and the like . short run are relevant to design and in

We have addressed the question o
f

vestment decisions , but only indirectly
long run versus short run marginal cost to pricing . No direct connection should
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DEMAND AGGREGATION FOR QUALITY ATTRIBUTES

surface
quality

pavement
depth

autos

trucks

total

units of surface
quality /PCE trip

up units of pavement
depth /PCE trip

FIGURE 5

be made , for example , between the extra
lane width or pavement thickness suit-
able for heavy vehicles and the prices
(net of variable costs , e.g., pavement
damage ) charged to those vehicles . Once
the decision is made to provide a heavy
duty facility , any vehicle which uses the
facility appropriates the full lane width
and pavement depth at the time of us
age. The extra pavement depth cannot
be reassigned to another user just be
cause a light vehicle passing over it
does not need the extra depth .

Construction of the Highway System .
Right -of-way (ROW ) , grading , drainage ,
base and pavement construction , shoul
ders , landscaping , and administration are
components of the capital costs of high
ways.
Fixed Maintenance and Administra
tion . Some costs of highway maintenance
and administration must be incurred
whether or not any traffic uses the road ,
and some are necessary to keep the road
in operation but are unrelated to vehicle
volumes . Traffic signal maintenance and
operation , street lighting , vehicle and
driver registration , and general admin
istration of state and Federal depart
ments of transportation are some exam
ples .

General Overhead Obligation . A cost
item almost universally overlooked but
one which is real to railroads and other

Types of Costs

For the long run , all of the costs listed
as variable in the short run plus all those
costs that are fixed in the short run are
included . Only the additional ones are
described below .
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COMPARISON OF SHORT AND LONG RUN
MARGINAL COST COMPONENTS

SRMC (c )

ROW
base LRMC

toll or rent
Pavement
wher fixed

costs

pavementwear

travel tire
variable
costsvehicle vear (saneas SR)

fuel

short runmarginal
cost components

long runmarginal
cost components

FIGURE 6

private firms is the cost of providing
government services . For private firms,
this obligation is met through payment
of property , sales , and corporate income
taxes . Following through on the private
enterprise analogy implicit in the public
enterprise perspective , an equitable

share of general government cost should
be assigned to the highway system . This
suggests that the road enterprise should
collect from road users , in the same way
that commercial enterprises collect from
their customers , enough revenues to cov
er property , sales , and income tax pay
ments as well as capital and operating
costs .

pears to have a generous supply
of capacity in most areas , the
marginal costs of travel on newer
heavy duty roads is probably low .
To the extent that congestion and
interference are important costs ,
the difference between average
cost and marginal cost is ignored
because there is no user charge
instrument in place that even ap
proximately reflects this cost.

( d) Negative externalities are difficult
to put prices on even crudely , but
they appear to be large in the ag
gregate and substantial in some
areas . Only the fuel tax relates in
any way at all to these impacts ,
and the relationship is so poor

that the negative externalities are
treated by highway users as es
sentially free
The damage done by heavy vehi.
cles to light duty roads is very
large, relative to the cost of the
road , and no user charge responds
to this .

( f ) National expenditure and revenue
accounts show that at least thirty
percent of total expenditures are
derived from non -user revenue
sources . Since expenditures are un
doubtedly below long run costs ,
revenues clearly fall short of full
cost by some large but unknown
amount .
Several costs of significant mag
nitude have not been included
(capital replacement value at cur .
rent prices , general overhead ob
ligation ) on the total cost side ,
while revenue sources recognized
as user charges are declining (ex
cise taxes fixed in dollar terms
while costs inflate , excise taxes
preempting general sales taxes ) ,
hinting that the apparent reve
nue shortfall is further biased to
ward the lo

w

side .

Because the theory presented above is

highly distilled and hence abstract , it is

difficult to relate actual circumstances
directly to the theory , An attempt has
been made to d

o this in Figure 7 , but

it should be regarded as illustrative o
f

plausible hypotheses rather than a
s

based o
n current data . As already indi

cated , the data have not been collected .

What the diagram shows , however , is

that ( a ) average private costs (APC ) are
generally below both marginal and aver
age social costs ; ( b ) highways users
base their decision about highway con
sumption o

n APC ; and ( c ) average to
tal costs are much higher than average
user costs . While there may b

e portions

o
f

the highway system for which user
charges exceed short run marginal cost ,

HIGHWAY EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS
AND POLICY ISSUES

On the short run side , the empirical
question o

f

whether o
r

not marginal
costs are matched by variable user
charges is obscure because o

f

both the
paucity o

f

information about marginal
cost and the crude relationship between
existing user charges and variable costs .

On the long run side , most of the cost
components have never been estimated .

Nonetheless . a few limited conclusions
can be proffered .

( a ) The primary instrument (the fuel
tax raises about two -thirds of all
user revenues ) does not distin
guish well between the pavement
damage done by heavy vehicles
versus light ones , or between un
derutilized roads and heavily con
gested ones .

( b ) Given a highway system that a
p
-
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APPROXIMATE CURRENT EQUILIBRIUM

SRMC

SRAC

LRMC

SRAVC

equilibrium ; and
( c) the optimality of design attributes
such as maintenance standards ,
pavement thickness , lane widths,
and the like.

Such analysis requires information
pertaining to the full long run costs of
the national highway system (not sim
ply current expenditures ) as well as
volume -related costs such as vehicle in
terference , pavement damage , and ex
ternalities . Many pieces of the analysis
are already well developed , but there are
critical gaps and much effort is wasted
in tangential endeavors . Both the re
search side as well as the policy side
would be vastly improved by adopting an
efficiency framework along the lines
described above , rather than searching
for " an equitable distribution of the tax
burden " 4 as a solution to the problems
of highway financing .MSB

FOOTNOTES
vehicle trips

FIGURE 7

it is likely that these segments are the
exception rather than the rule . Overall,
then , short run user charges are at least
misapplied if not too low in the aggre
gate , and total costs are far from
matched by total revenues .
The conclusion , then , is that analysis
of the long run efficiency of the highway
system should concern itself with

( a ) the direct attribution of variable
costs (not fixed costs , but only
those costs which vary with traf

fi
c volume in the short run ) to

user classes ;

( b ) the degree to which the scale o
f

the highway system is in long run

1 See , for example , Herbert Mohring , Trans
portation Economics , Cambridge , Mass : Ballinger ,

1976.
2 The argument presented bere parallels the

discussion in such references as Richard H . Left
wich , The Price System and Resource Allocation ,

7th e
d
. , Hinsdale , Minois : Holt , Rinehart , and

Winston , 1979, with the exception that the dis
tinction between the firm and the industry is sup
pressed .

3 There is strong empirical and theoretical evi .

dence that the long run average cost curve is ei
ther flat or declining for most industries through
out the range of possible interest ( see A . Kout
soyiannis , Modern Micreconomics , New York :

Johy Wiley , 1976, Chapter 4 ) . General Motors
represents an example ( Fortune , May 7 , 1979) .

in that scale economies for very large units of
production still outweigh management and other
potential diseconomies . The significance of this

is due to the fact that despite pervasive decreas
ing costs and monopoly o

r oligopoly market
strength , private firms forced to cover full costs
out of revenues are reasonably if not highly effi
cient . The presence o

f decreasing costs provides
very little real justification for public subsidy .

4 Section 506, Surface Transportation Act of
978 , U . S . Congress , in requesting a new highway
cost allocation study .


